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ABSTRACT
A survey among students in a hybrid undergraduate Computer Information Systems course (N=248) shows that students entering college have minimal exposure to online learning and are receptive to new methods, tools, and interventions to help them navigate this evolving environment. Students with self-perceived levels of quantitative facility and self-discipline are more likely to believe they also have learning styles that are well-suited to a hybrid-style class format. Students rate time spent with material as an important potential determinant of (satisfaction with) exam performance. Moreover, students indicate that email reminders and commitment devices might be helpful to overcome informational and behavioral failures, respectively. Preferences for either type of intervention could not be predicted by typical observable characteristics of students. Ongoing research investigates the relative efficacy of these types of interventions in hybrid class formats.
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INTRODUCTION
The move to self-direction in higher education via online and hybrid-style class formats creates a number of challenges for learners. In particular, those with little prior exposure to this type of environment may lack the specific knowledge or skills necessary to perform at desired levels. Two distinct types of failures related to individual effort may thus arise: individuals may lack sufficient information about the level of effort required to excel in such a learning environment, or the increased reliance on students’ own motivation and self-direction in learning may open up the possibility for behavioral (commitment) failures even when optimal effort levels are known.

In this paper, we investigate students' perceptions the relationship between effort and performance, as well as their receptiveness towards potential interventions aimed at remedying either of the potential failures resulting in suboptimal effort described above. An ongoing debate is whether participants see value in, or specifically demand, the interventions being provided in behavioral studies. At a minimum, this relates to the specific effects being estimated, as there is a possibility that treatment effects among a population that is aware of its failure (and/or demands the treatment given through the intervention) may be different from the effects among a population that is either unaware of its failure or does not see value in the intervention being offered.

Survey results show that students are aware of the importance of time spent in online study to learning outcomes, suggesting that students are likely aware of their behavioral or informational failures. We then show that students are relatively receptive to different types of interventions that aim to address these failures. Receptiveness is not strongly related to any number of observable student characteristics, suggesting likely difficulty in predicting ex ante the types of failures different students experience. Overall, this work opens avenues for future research investigating the effectiveness of informational versus behavioral interventions in the context of hybrid classroom environments.

RELATED WORK
In recent years various modes of online instruction have captured the imaginations of university administrators anxious to cut costs. Online learning in some form will surely be an increasingly important component of university education [3, 7]. But how do students perform in this new learning environment? Early evidence was mixed: Figlio, Rush, and Yin [5] compared students who took introductory economics online versus in a traditional lecture format
at a major research university, while Bowen, et al. [4] examine the performance of students in an introductory statistics class held on six public university campuses, contrasting the performance of students attending a traditional class with two weekly meetings with those whose class material was delivered online supplemented by one weekly class meeting. Both studies reported no overall difference in performance as measured by test grades between formats. Participation rates in both studies were less than 25 percent, however, highlighting one difficulty of undertaking a classroom-based, semester-long randomized trial in a university setting. However, in a semester-long study with a high participation rate (96 percent) and over 700 experimental subjects, Joyce et al. [7] find that students randomly assigned to a hybrid format of introductory economics scored 3.2 out of 100 points (0.21 standard deviations) lower on the midterm than those in a traditional format class, although a statistically insignificant 1.6 points lower (0.11 standard deviations) on the final. The current paper seeks to begin to unpack the causes of these differences by determining the degree to which students are aware of, and demand tools to potentially remedy, their own behavioral failures in the context of hybrid learning formats.

The fact that education requires efforts in the present and gives rewards in the future gives rise to the possibility of time-inconsistent behavior—students' short-term behavior not being aligned with their long-term interests. Commitment devices [2] offer a potential solution to the problem of time-inconsistent behavior. They are a means by which people bind themselves to a pattern of behavior with penalties attached to deviations from this pattern.

Commitment devices have been found to improve short-term behavior, including the ability to perform at work [8], to save money [2, 10], and to stop smoking [6]. The effectiveness of commitment devices in education has been rarely studied [1, 9].

Ariely and Wertenbroch [1] investigated the impact of self-imposing binding deadlines on student performance. In two sections of the same class, students were required to write and submit three papers. In one section of the class, students were given fixed, evenly-spaced deadlines to submit the papers over the course of the semester. In the other section, students were given the option to set their own deadlines. In either case, late submissions were assessed a penalty of 1% of the paper's overall grade per day. Their findings suggest that people are willing to self-impose deadlines, even when these commitments are costly (i.e. there is a penalty for missing the deadlines). However, self-imposed deadlines tend to be less effective than externally set, evenly spaced deadlines.

Patterson [9] applied commitment devices to the context of online education. In particular, he developed a commitment device that allows students to pre-commit to time limits on distracting Internet activities while completing a massively open online course (MOOC). His results indicate that students engaged in a commitment device spend more time working on the course, receive better course grades, and are more likely to complete the course.

METHODS

We use a combination of surveys and performance data that were collected over the course of the 2014-2015 academic year in twelve (12) sections of CIS 101 (Introduction to Information Systems, N=397) at a mid-sized private university in the northeastern US. CIS 101 sections have enrollment of 30-40 students each, and the course introduces students to various aspects of developing and managing computer information systems and is a required class for all freshmen in the business school. As part of CIS 101, students received three weeks of intensive Microsoft Excel training online (referred to as the Excel Boot Camp). The Excel Boot Camp content is delivered online and consists of 22 lessons, each of which consists of a short video tutorial and an exercise. Although the Excel Boot Camp is delivered online, students were still required to attend class either once or twice per week (in a standard 3-hour credit course). In each class meeting, students worked on the Excel Boot Camp (both videos and exercises) individually. Although the Excel Boot Camp is self-paced, students were required to submit their completed exercises according to a pre-defined schedule (averaging about seven exercises per week).

Two weeks after the end of the three-week Excel Boot Camp, students were tested on their knowledge of Microsoft Excel. The exam consisted of 20 multiple-choice questions, most of which require students to download an Excel worksheet and perform analyses in order to derive an answer. All exam questions were directly linked to one of the 22 lessons in the Excel Boot Camp. Given the two-week lag between the completion of the Excel Boot Camp and
the exam, students were encouraged to go back and review lessons in the Excel Boot Camp during the exam study period.

Several weeks after the exam, the students completed a short survey ($N = 248$, 62% response rate) that asked them a range of questions broadly relating to their learning experience in a hybrid environment. In particular, we asked about students' previous experience with online courses, whether students' felt that their learning style is well-suited to a hybrid class format, their perceived performance in the exam, as well as students' perceptions of being self-disciplined and quantitatively-oriented. Finally, we asked about students' perceptions of the potential usefulness of various behavioral tools as they could be applied to online learning. The full survey is included in Appendix A.

RESULTS

Even at a selective private university we find that most first-year students have not taken an online class before, or had mixed prior experiences: 87 percent had not taken an online or hybrid course before enrolling in CIS 101. Among the small number who had taken an online class previously, experiences were mixed: 60 percent agreed that the previous online course "had worked well for [them]." Overall, this suggests that first-year students' knowledge of and preferences for hybrid or online classes are still at a formative stage.

We then asked three questions regarding students' potential suitability as learners in a hybrid environment. We elicit students' self-assessment of their preferences/strengths in terms of quantitative material and academic self-discipline. We also ask whether the student feels that their learning style is generally conducive to a hybrid class format. Students who rate themselves as more quantitatively-oriented are more likely to rate themselves as having a learning style that is well-suited to a hybrid classroom format ($r = 0.30$, $p < 0.001$), and students' rating of their own level of discipline is also positively correlated with the self-assessed learning style suitability ($r = 0.14$, $p = 0.026$). However, these two groups of students (quantitatively-oriented and disciplined) are somewhat overlapping ($r = 0.16$, $p = 0.014$).

We were also interested in how students retrospectively gauged how much time they should have spent in the online content relative to the amount they did spend, and their satisfaction with their exam performance. In particular, we asked students how many minutes per day they spent in the Excel Boot Camp ($M = 34.5$, $SD = 18.1$) relative to how much time they (retrospectively) assess they should have spent "in order to do well" ($M = 35.5$, $SD = 18.8$). Thus, if students see that time spent on the learning content to be important for their performance, then we would expect to see those students who were less satisfied with their performance to have a greater positive difference between the time they did spend and the amount of study they think they should have spent. Figure 1 plots precisely this relationship showing on the horizontal axis the number of minutes difference between the rated ideal time and actual time spent, and the share of students who are satisfied with their exam performance ($R^2 = 0.67$).
We also charted the relationship between actual exam performance and difference between ideal time versus time spent (not shown here). The results are comparable to the results based on satisfaction with exam performance. We understand this seemingly obvious relationship to mean that students perceive time spent to be clearly related to performance, suggesting that there potentially exists either an informational or behavioral failure that leads students to understudy during the course of the course. Thus, if time matters for performance (or, at least, students think it does) two types of interventions could possibly serve to overcome these informational or behavioral failures: information provision and commitment devices.

We then asked students in these classes about their attitudes towards these types of interventions in (hypothetical) future hybrid courses. More than half (53 percent) of students responded favorably to a question that asked whether they would like to receive occasional e-mail reminders regarding their usage of online learning materials in future courses. Interestingly, preference for regular e-mail reminders is negatively correlated with actual exam performance ($r=-0.24$, $p=0.03$) and grade satisfaction ($r=-0.14$, $p=0.09$), suggesting that lower performing students are more interested in information provision than higher performing students. Slightly less, but still nearly half (44 percent) of students would like to receive such e-mail reminders including additional information comparing their usage of online learning materials with that of their classmates. Preference for such social comparison e-mail reminders is not correlated with actual exam performance ($r=0.03$, $p=0.72$) and grade satisfaction ($r=0.01$, $p=0.82$), indicating that preference for additional information provided by social comparison is not related to student performance.

The students were then asked the following question on commitment devices:

*Consider the following scenario: At the beginning of the semester, the instructor asks you to set your daily study goal for the Excel Boot Camp as the number of minutes you gave in the previous question. For every weekday that you didn't make the goal you would lose 0.5 points on the Excel exam (given a 3 week Excel Boot Camp, this means the maximum penalty would be 15 x 0.5 = 7.5 points). How likely would you be to make a commitment like this at the beginning of the semester and agree to the incentive scheme?*

Mirroring the previous, approximately half of the students (41 percent) responded positively to this question, indicating some recognition on the part of students of their own behavioral failures. Openness to the commitment device is negatively correlated with actual exam performance ($r=-0.19$, $p=0.01$) and grade satisfaction ($r=-0.1$, $p=0.10$). Interestingly, we find that responding favorably to any of the interventions (i.e. regular e-mail reminders, social comparison e-mail reminders, or commitment devices) is not correlated with SAT scores, self-rated discipline,
or quantitative orientation (all abs(r) < 0.1, all ps > 0.16) — suggesting that easily-observable factors such as these are unlikely to be related with preferences for interventions that aim to address informational or behavioral failures.

CONCLUSIONS

Students enter college with minimal exposure to online learning. Thus, they themselves are learning about learning in an online context, and are potentially receptive to new methods, tools and interventions to help them navigate this evolving environment. Students with self-perceived levels of quantitative facility and self-discipline were more likely to believe they also had learning styles that were well-suited to a hybrid-style class format, although these two groups of students were somewhat overlapping. Students definitively rate time spent with material as an important potential determinant of (satisfaction with) exam performance. Moreover, students rate two distinct types of interventions as potentially useful for overcoming informational and behavioral failures, which lead to decreased (satisfaction with) exam performance: email reminders and commitment devices. Preferences for each type of intervention could not be predicted by typical observable characteristics of students. Ongoing research investigates the relative efficacy of these types of interventions in hybrid class formats.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY QUESTIONS

All answers are based on a 5-point Likert scale (anchored at agree-disagree or likely-unlikely), unless otherwise noted.

1. My learning style is well-suited to the format of the Excel Boot Camp, which combines video-based tutorials with hands-on exercises.
2. I have taken an online course or online lessons before. (Yes/No)
   a. If "Yes" to above question: The online course or online lessons worked well for me.
3. I am a disciplined person who does not need deadlines to get my class work done.
4. I prefer quantitative courses to writing-focused courses.
5. I would find it useful to receive occasional emails providing me with a direct comparison of my online learning materials usage with that of my classmates in future courses.
6. I am satisfied with my performance on the Excel exam.

7. How many minutes per day would you estimate you spent in the Excel Boot Camp? (Integer response)

8. How many minutes per day should a student spend in the Excel Boot Camp to do well? (Integer response)

9. Consider the following scenario: At the beginning of the semester, the instructor asks you to set your daily study goal for the Excel Boot Camp as the number of minutes you gave in the previous question. For every weekday that you didn't make the goal you would lose 0.5 points on the Excel exam (given a 3 week Excel Boot Camp, this means the maximum penalty would be 15 x 0.5 = 7.5 points). How likely would you be to make a commitment like this at the beginning of the semester and agree to the incentive scheme?